
ROMEO AND JULIET SONNET 14 LINES

The prologue to Romeo and Juliet follows the 14 line, rhyming format of a sonnet. It maintains iambic pentameter,
another key element of the.

In this, she places her palm against Romeo's palm, and says that this is a pure and holy way to kiss. She says
his hands are beautiful and smooth. Shakespeare accentuates the theme of the play by placing the sonnets aptly
in the play. Sonnet is a form of poetry, which consists of 14 lines and a particular rhyme scheme. Giacomo de
Lentini penned almost sonnets. The section starts when Romeo takes Juliet's hands, and ends when he kisses
her. Juliet replies that those lips are meant for prayer. The couplet at the end beckons the audience to pay
attention as the rest of the play will show the details that are missing from the prologue. Sonnet Rhyme
Scheme Shakespearean sonnets have a specific rhyme scheme. When Romeo takes Juliet's hand in his, he
compares it to the holy shrine and deems his own as unworthy. However, they have fallen for each other's
good looks. Though most of the play is in iambic pentameter, 14 lines of those sections stand out due their
particular rhyme scheme. Sometimes, this scene is played with Romeo touching Juliet's lips with his fingers.
However, in the end, she gives in to the persistence of Romeo and they kiss, ending the sonnet. However, only
in few places, he has included a complete form of a sonnet. He leans in and kisses her, winning the battle of
wits. Shakespearean Sonnet Elizabethan or English â€” three quatrains four-line stanzas and concluding
couplet two rhyming lines in iambic pentameter 10 syllables per line rhyming abab, cdcd, efef, gg. The first,
unstressed syllable is followed by a stressed syllable. B Romeo is cleverly asking for a kiss. The fearful
passage of their death-mark'd love, And the continuance of their parents' rage, Which, but their children's end,
naught could remove, Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage; The which if you with patient ears attend
What here shall miss, our toil shall strive to mend. So Romeo says that Juliet can choose not to move, and still
grant his prayer. JULIET Good pilgrim, you do wrong your hand too much, Which mannerly devotion shows
in this; For saints have hands that pilgrims' hands do touch, And palm to palm is holy palmers' kiss. The "end
rhyme" is any set of words at the end of a line that sound the same. Oftentimes, he has treated the readers with
both these forms by including beautiful poetry in his plays, with one such example rendered in Romeo and
Juliet. B We want to have a name for this that sounds fancy, so we call it rhyme scheme. Even though modern
poets sometimes deviate from this standard for effect, it's important to see how it all began. Shall I compare
thee to a summer's day? Types of Sonnets There are two main types of sonnets: Italian and English sonnets.
Stanza 1 [1] If I profane with my unworthiest hand A [2] This holy shrine, the gentle fine is this: B [3] My
lips, two blushing pilgrims, ready stand A [4] To smooth that rough touch with a tender kiss. But,she also says
that two hands can touch together as easily as two lips. Prologue to Act II Now old desire doth in his
death-bed lie, And young affection gapes to be his heir; That fair for which love groan'd for and would die,
With tender Juliet match'd, is now not fair. Love of nature or the love between people were common themes
but, in truth, a sonnet can be written about any topic at all. A sonnet is a perfect, idealized poetic form often
used to write about love. The words in bold print also rhyme. Rather than wondering how many sonnets are
there in Romeo and Juliet, let us sit back and enjoy the beautiful form of poetry penned by Shakespeare!
Italian Sonnets The first and most common type of sonnet is the Italian sonnet, otherwise known as the
Petrarchan sonnet.


